SAVI™ MELODY
NICHELESS, INTELLIGENT
COLOR LED LIGHTING

www.nexxuslighting.com
SAVI MELODY is part of a small but powerful lighting system designed to create even illumination and colorful lighting effects throughout your pool and spa. They fit into standard pool fittings as shallow as 4" below water level so they are ideal for swimouts, beach entries, sun shelves and other shallow water applications. Multiple SAVI Melodies placement will provide even illumination throughout the pool & spa.

- NO NICHE NEEDED!
  Fits Standard gunite, vinyl and fiberglass return fittings.

- NO CONTROL BOX!
  Use as many lights as you like. 1, 2, 3 or more, only limited by the size of your transformer and no control box! Wire direct to a 12 VAC low voltage circuit.

- PERFECT FOR BEACH ENTRIES ...
  steps, sunshelves and multiple lens-balanced lighting designs.

VIBRANT Colors
MOMLIGHT WHITE - FIXED WHITE
BLUE LAGOON - FIXED LIGHT BLUE
SARGASSION SEA - FIXED GREEN
PASSION PINK - FIXED PINK
SAVI BLUE - FIXED DARK BLUE

EXCITING “Shows”
TREASURE ISLAND - SMOOTH COLOR TRANSITION
CARIBBEAN HUES - BLUE TO GREEN FADES
DANCE PARTY - FAST COLOR CHANGING
COPACABANA - MEDIUM FAST COLOR CHANGING

THE SAVI MELODY - 12 VAC LED LIGHTING
The SAVI Melody can be wired to any 12 VAC transformer, wire transformer to any controller, wall switch, etc. NO SEPARATE CONTROLLER NEEDED. Use 1, 2, 3 or more Melody light(s), you’re only limited by the size of your transformer. Just toggle power switch off/on to change modes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Wattage (ea): 14W
Amps (ea): 1.2A
Light Output: Equivalent to 75 watts of incandescent lighting.
Beam Spread: 360 degrees

ORDERING INFORMATION
SAVI-MELODY100  100 foot cord length
SAVI-MELODY150  150 foot cord length
SAVI-MEL2PAK-100  2 SAVI 100 ft. Melody w/ 100W 12 VAC Transformer
SAVI-MEL2PAK-150  2 SAVI 150 ft. Melody w/ 100W 12 VAC Transformer

TRUE-COLOR™ Mix Technology
Colors mix in the lamp not in the pool so the light is always pure, bright and vibrant.

ETL LISTED
The SAVI Melody meets or exceeds nationally recognized electrical product safety standards for nicheless pool lighting.

2 YEAR WARRANTY

COMPLETE COVERAGE
Evenly distribute light with multiple SAVI Melody locations.

LED LAMP LIFE
5X longer than standard pool lighting

AUTO MEMORY
Saves last setting when turned off - returns to saved setting each night

COMPATIBILITY
Easily synchronize the SAVI MELODY with a SAVI POOL LIGHT, SAVI NOTE or SAVI SPA LIGHT for a truly incredible lighting display .

EASY INSTALLATION
No niche is required for installation. The SAVI MELODY fits into a standard return fitting with a minimum 14 inches of 1.5" diameter PVC pipe. Then reduce to a 1" diameter conduit for the cable run to the transformer.

NO ADDITIONAL BONDING OR GROUNDING REQUIRED